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INTRODUCTION 
The results of an investigation into the air temperature conditions in Franz Josef Land Archipelago (FJL) 
from 1899 to 1940, on the basis of all available early instrumental data gathered during exploratory and 
scientific expeditions are presented. Traditional analysis based on mean monthly data was supplemented 
by an approach less popular in the scientific literature, i.e. the additional use of daily data (MAX, MEAN, 
MIN, DTR). Such rich sets of data allowed for more comprehensive and precise recognition of air temper-
ature conditions in FJL. Based on these kinds of daily data, it was also possible to calculate the number of 
so-called ‘characteristic days’ (i.e. the number of days with temperatures exceeding specified thresholds) 
and day-to-day temperature variability and diurnal temperature range. The results were compared with 
contemporary temperature conditions (climate normal 1981–2010) to estimate the range of their changes 
between historical and present times.  

RESULTS 

HIGHLIGHTS 

Location of land meteorological stations in Franz Josef Land. Filled dots  
and square indicate historical and present stations, respectively. A blank 
dot indicates a station not used in the study. 

(a) Monthly means of day-to-day variability of mean daily air temperature 
in analysed stations. (b) The same as in (a) but shown in SD.  

Monthly means of diurnal range 
(DTR) in analysed stations 

(a) Annual courses of mean monthly temperature and (b) its monthly differences between selected periods and  
climate normal (1981–2010). Differences were obtained by subtracting the climate normal (1981–2010) at Ostrov 
Heisa from analysed short-term periods. Dotted and dashed lines indicate ±1SD and ±2SD, respectively.  
SDs have been calculated on the basis of present data (1981–2010) taken from Ostrov Heisa.  
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Temporal distribution of the air temperature observations from meteoro-
logical land stations in Franz Josef Land.  
Key: filled lines – data used, blank lines – data not used, h – hourly res-
olution of data, f – fixed (sub-daily, see table below), m – monthly. 

Sources of air temperature series for Franz Josef Land  

Key: m – monthly, h – hourly, t – six times a day (0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 12, 15, 18, 
21 LMT), LMT – local mean time, RIHMI-WDC – All-Russia Research  
Institute of Hydrometeorological Information – World Data Centre 

Note: Tmax and Tmin were taken from extreme thermometers in all stations 

Annual courses of differences between the number of charac-
teristic days (in %) in Franz Josef Land at analysed stations. 
Data from reference station Ostrov Heisa (1981–2010) were 
subtracted from historical and present ones. 

Annual courses of relative frequency of occurrence 
(in %) of characteristic days in Franz Josef Land in 
analysed stations 
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• Interestingly, the Early Twentieth Century Warming (ETCW) period in FJL had a similar  
magnitude of positive temperature differences in winter and summer months as the recent  
Arctic warming. Today, a great warming of the area of FJL also occurs in autumn and spring. 

• A decrease in the DTR between historical and present-time values has been noted. 

• Day-to-day variability of mean daily temperature generally did not change markedly between  
historical and present periods. 

• As expected, the number of characteristic days changed from the LIA and ETCW to present  
times, in agreement with temperature changes, i.e. the numbers of instances of the different  
categories of cold/warm days significantly decreased/increased. 

• As expected, temperatures during the end of the Little Ice Age (LIA) in FJL 
were generally lower (except spring/summer months) than today, but their 
differences did not exceed ±2SD of present temperature variability. 


